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1. Introduction 
We consider compact spaces and their products in the ordinary, box, and Gs 
topologies. All spaces are Hausdorff. 
If X is any space, let (X, Gs) be X with the Gs topology; i.e., the topology on 
X which has as a base the G6 sets of the original topology on X. Even when X is 
compact, there is no simple criterion known for when (X, Gs) is normal. There are 
some easy positive results. If X is completely regular and has weight SW,, then 
(X, Gs) is w, metrizable, and hence paracompact. Also, if X is compact scattered, 
it is Lindeliif and hence paracompact in the Gs topology. A deeper result, due to 
Fleishman and Williams [2] is that any finite product of compact orderings is 
paracompact in the Gs topology. On the negative side, Van Douwen [l] has shown 
that if X is 2”2, (X, G8) is not normal. 
Now, if X,, for n E o are compact spaces, we consider three topologies on the set 
n, X,; the usual (Tychonov) topology, the box topology, and the Gs topology (i.e., 
the GS topology of the Tychonov product, or, equivalently, the box product of the 
G6 topologies of the factors). 
To obtain negative results on these products, observe that if any factor has a 
non-normal Gs topology, the same is true of the product. Also, if each X,, is the 
same space X, then the diagonal map embeds (X, G6) as a closed subspace of X” 
with either the box or GS topology. Thus, for example, if X is 2“‘2, these products 
are not normal by Van Douwen’s result quoted above. 
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Positive results are harder to come by, especially for the box product. The box 
topology is paracompact if it is w, Lindelof and each X,, is compact (see [3] or [7]). 
Unfortunately, this result is useless unless CH is true. Although some positive results 
can be obtained under weakenings of CH (see [7]), it is unknown whether any 
non-trivial box product of this form can be proved normal in ZFC. If each X,, is 
compact and either scattered or weight SW,, then the box product is 2” Lindelof, 
and thus paracompact under CH (see [3] or [7]; this generalizes an earlier result of 
M.E. Rudin). The same proof works also for the product in the Gs topology, 
although if each factor has weight swi, then the Tychonov product has weight SW, 
also, so that the G, topology is paracompact in ZFC. 
Even under CH, and certainly in ZFC, there is a large gap between the positive 
and negative results. The purpose of this paper is to fill the gap somewhat by proving 
(in ZFC) that there are compact ordered spaces whose box product is not normal. 
Specifically, we shall show: 
Theorem 1. The product of w copies of the space 2(“l+” (given the lexicographic order 
and the order topology) is not normal in either the box or the GS topologies. 
We shall actually produce two closed disjoint sets in the box topology which 
cannot be separated in the (finer) Gs topology. 
Note that 2(“‘l+l) can be formed by doubling the points of the ordered space 2”1; 
but 2”~ has weight 2”, so that the box and Gs topologies of countable products of 
this space are paracompact under CH. Actually, even without CH, the G6 topology 
is paracompact, since it is w, metrizable; we do not known about the box topology. 
Besides producing an example of a box product of compact orderings which is 
not normal, this theorem gives a non-normal box product for which the finite 
sub-products have paracompact G8 topology; thus our proof must indeed proceed 
by looking directly at the product as a whole. Also, under GCH, our example is 
slightly smaller than Van Douwen’s, since it has size w2 as well as weight w2. 
2. Remarks on orderings 
There is no topology in this section; we consider just some properties of total 
orderings. It is an immediate consequence of the Erdos-Rado theorem that any 
totally ordered set of size >2” contains either an increasing or decreasing W, 
sequence. This result easily generalizes to products of orders. Let X be a finite or 
infinite product of the totally ordered sets X0, X,, . . . . We call an a-sequence 
(f,: [C(Y) 1’ d me up iff for each n, the sequence (f{(n): 6~ cr> is either increasing or 
decreasing or constant (but this may vary with n). If X is a finite product, the same 
Erdiis-Rado argument shows that if Y is any subset of X of size >2”, Y contains 
a line-up w, sequence. We show here that this fails for countable products. 
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Let X,, for n < w be ordered sets and let Y c n,, X,. Call Y badly ordered iff 
(1) For allf; gE Y and all n,f(n)#g(n), and 
(2) There are no lined up 3-sequences in Y 
If 6 is any ordinal, let (2’, LEX) be 2’ with the lexicographic ordering. 
Lemma 1. If6 < (2”)+, there is a badly ordered subset of (2’, LEX)w ofsize 12”1. 
Proof. Let {cp,: LY < 6) be an independent family of functions from w to 2. If s E 2’, 
let fs in (2’)” be defined by 
L(n)(a) = s(a)+ p,(n) (mod 2). 
Let Y be {f,: s E 2’). To check (2) of the definition of badly ordered, let s, t, u E 2& 
be distinct. We find an n such that 
i[f\(n)<fi(n)<f;,(n) orf,(n)>fr(n)>Lf;l~)l. 
Let LY be least such that S(Q) # t(a) and let p be least such that t(P) # u(p). By 
independence, fix n such that 
cp,,(n)+t(cu)=O; hence cp,(n)+s(a)=l (mod2) 
and 
cpp(n)+ t(P) = 0; h ence cpp(n)+u(P)=l (mod2). 
Then J(n) <A(n) and f;(n) <J,(n). 0 
3. Relations with topology 
Our proof of non-normality will, like many others, use the presence of a large 
closed discrete set. Now, a badly ordered set need not in general be closed or 
discrete in the product with the box topology. For example, consider Lemma 1 
when 6 = w, and CH holds; then the product has weight w, but the badly ordered 
set has size 2‘“1. However, there is an important case in which it must be closed and 
discrete. Call a totally ordered space X semi-isolated iff every point is isolated either 
from the left or from the right; i.e., for each x in X, either (-00, x] or [x, +CO) is 
open. An example of such is any (2’+‘, LEX). 
Lemma 2. Zf each X,, is semi-isolated and Y c n n X, is badly ordered, then Y is closed 
and discrete in the box topology. 
Proof. Suppose k E X”’ is a limit point of Y. Let Y, be the set of those f in Y for 
which f(n) = k(n) for some n, and let Yz be Y\ Y,. Since any two elements of Y 
differ on all coordinates, Y, is countable, and all but at most one element of Y 
differs from k on infinitely many coordinates; the usual diagonal argument thus 
shows that k is not a limit point of Y,, so k must be a limit point of Y2. For each 
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n, let INT, be one of the intervals (-co, k(n)], [k(n), +a) which is open. Choose 
f in Y2nn, INT,. Now choose g in Y2 such that for each n, g(n) lies* strictly 
between f(n) and k(n). Now choose h in Y2 such that for each n, h(n) lies strictly 
between g(n) and k(n). Then the sequence1 g, h contradicts the definition of badly 
ordered. 0 
We remark that Theorem 1 now follows under CH and certain other possible 
values of cardinal exponentiation. The spaces in question have density 2” and a 
closed discrete set of size 2”1. Thus, by a standard cardinality argument, they are 
not normal if 22w < 2(2w’). This much was obtained also by Scott Williams, with a 
similar proof. However, if we want our result in ZFC, we must replace the cardinality 
argument by a somewhat longer category argument. 
4. Category arguments 
There are a number of examples of using the Baire category theorem to prove 
non-normality; for example, in the Sorgenfrey square or the Cantor tree space, one 
shows that the rational points cannot be separated from the irrational points. The 
general idea is that the category theorem for the Cantor set 2” with the usual 
topology is used to prove non-normality of a space which contains a discrete copy 
of 2”. 
The same ideas can be used if we replace w by another regular cardinal, which, 
in our application, will be w,. In general, if K is any regular cardinal, we consider 
the space 2” with the G,, topology; so basic neighborhoods are of the form 
NP={fE2K:pcf}, 
where p is in 2” for some (Y < K. The non-normality proofs proceed by finding a 
discrete copy of 2” (or a subset thereof) in a space whose neighborhoods intersect 
like the NP do. If Y is any space and A is any subset of 2”, let us call a representation 
of A in Y a l-l map r from A to Y such that the range of r is closed and discrete 
in Y and such that for each s in A, T(s) has a decreasing base in Y of the form 
{M(LY, S): (Y <K}, 
satisfying 
vs, tEAVa<tc (sl (Y=tI(Y~M((Y,S)nM(a,t)#~). (*) 
Call A a Q-set iff every subset of A is a relative G,, i.e., the intersection of A with 
the intersection of K open subsets of 2“. Observe that the usual proof for w shows 
that 2“ itself is not a Q-set: That is, let D be the set off in 2” which are eventually 
0; given K open subsets of 2” which contain D (and are hence dense), we use 
transfinite induction in K steps to find an f in their intersection which takes the 
value 1 cofinally often; hence D is not a G,. 
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Lemma 3. If r is a representation of A in Y and A is not a Q-set, then Y is not normal. 
Proof. Assume Y is normal, and let B = A: we show that B is a relative G,. Let 
C = A\ B. Let H be F’B and let K be PC. Suppose U and V are open and disjoint 
in Y with H c U and K = V. For each (Y < K, define an open set W, in 2” by 
W, = U {N,,: dom( p) 2 a and Vt E C n NP( M(dom( p), t) G V)}. 
In view of (*), B= W,, since if s E B, fix B 2 a such that M(P, s)c U, and let 
p=sIp.IftECnN,,thentIp=sIP,soM(P,t)nM(P,s)#O,soM(P,t)~V.But 
also, if t E C, and (Y is such that M(cx, s) c V, then t @ W,. Thus, 
B=Ann W,. 0 
a<* 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Y be the product of w copies of (2(w~+1), LEX), with either 
the box or the Gs topology. We find a representation of all of 2‘“1 in Y by modifying 
slightly the proof of Lemma 1 to make the bases at the T(s) suitably uniform. Let 
L be the set of limit ordinals in w,. Let {cp,: y E L} be an independent family of 
functions from w to 2. If s E 29, let T(s) in Y be defined so that for each n, 
r(s)(n)(w,) =O, and, for each y in L, 
and 
r(s)(n)(r) = S(Y)+ v,(n) (mod 2) 
r(s)(n)(y+k)=l ifk>O. 
For each LY <w,, let A,(s)(n) be defined so that, for each p s w,, 
A,(s)(n)(P) = 
r(s)(n)(P) ifP <a, 
o 
if/33a. 
Let I((Y, s, n) be the half-open interval, (A,(s)(n), T(s)(n)] and let M(a, s) be 
n, I(q s, n), which is open in the box and the G, topologies. 0 
5. Additional remarks 
There is no example known under any axioms of set theory of a compact X with 
(X, G,) normal and not paracompact, or of a box product of compact spaces which 
is normal but not paracompact. In many cases, box products which are normal must 
be collectionwise normal (CWN) as well. Recall the following two results on CWN: 
(1) (Rudin; see [5] or [4]). If X is not K-CWN, Y is compact and of weight ZK, 
then X x Y is not normal. 
(2) (Starbird [6]). If X is K-CWN, Y is compact, and X x Y is normal, then 
X X Y is K-CWN. 
These easily imply the following: 
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Theorem 2. Suppose each X,, is compact with K the supremum of their weights. Then 
ifKW = K and the box product is normal, it must also be collectionwise normal. 
There seems to be a strong relationship between paracompactness and Lindelof 
degree of the space considered here. It is shown in [3] that if a box product of 
compact spaces is paracompact, it must be 2” Lindeliif. The same proof yields: 
Lemma 4. IfX is compact and (X, G8) p IS aracompact, then (X, G,) is 2” Lindelof 
Theorem 3. Assume CH. Let X be compact. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) X” is paracompact in the G, topology. 
(2) X” is paracompact in the box topology. 
(3) X” is w, Lindeliif in the G, topology. 
(4) X” is w, Lindeliif in the box topology. 
Proof. (1) implies (3) by Lemma 4 applied to the Tychonov product X”, and (3) 
implies (1) since the space is a P-space. (2) is equivalent to (4) by [3]. (3) implies 
(4) since the Gs topology is finer. (4) implies (3) because (XW, G8) can be embedded 
as a closed subspace of the box product (use the diagonal map into (XW)“). 0 
It is also easy to find, for any K less than the first measurable cardinal, a compact 
X with (X, GF) not K Lindelof. To see this, let A be (2”)+. Then there are no 
countably complete uniform ultrafilters on A. Let X be the space of all uniform 
ultrafilters on A. If {A,: n < W} is a family of subsets of A with empty intersection, 
it defines a G, in X, and the family of all such G, sets is a cover with no subcover 
of size K. These spaces are in fact not normal, but we do not know if there is any 
K less than the first strongly compact cardinal such that for all compact X, if (X, G,) 
is not K Lindelof then (X, G,) is not normal. 
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